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Sticking points 
in US-China 
trade talks
BEIJING: The US and Chinese leaders have agreed to
a truce in their trade war. Now comes the hard part
for negotiators who will have 90 days to resolve major
differences.

The White House announced after talks between
President Donald Trump and Chinese counterpart Xi
Jinping on Saturday that a tariff hike that had been
due on January 1 would be suspended for three
months while the two sides negotiate a resolution.

Here are four key issues that could be stumbling
blocks in efforts between the world’s two biggest
economies to reach an agreement:

Deficit gap 
Trump desperately wants China to reduce its $335

billion trade surplus. US officials say China unfairly
uses subsidies and other tactics to flood US markets
with goods too cheap for American companies to
compete with, including steel and aluminium.

As part of the truce, China has agreed to purchase
substantial amounts of agricultural, energy, and indus-
trial products from the US to reduce the huge trade
gap, according to the White House.

But no target dollar amount was announced-an
omission that shows the two sides will have to haggle
over how much China is willing to import from the
United States. China’s agreement to “immediately”
restart buying products from US farmers could prove
a boon to Trump, who needs the support of his rural
base as the 2020 Presidential election approaches.

Beijing had in July announced a 25 percent increase
in tariffs on soybeans, dealing a blow to Trump’s rural
electoral base.

Intellectual property 
The US side will likely look for reassurances from

China that it will crack down on the alleged theft of
intellectual property. Trump in March imposed tariffs
on $50 billion worth of imports from China for punish-
ment over alleged IP theft, which the US says costs its
companies as much as $600 billion a year-which
China has denied.

A recent report by US Trade Representative
Robert Lighthizer’s office accused China of continuing
a campaign of state-backed cyber-attacks on
American companies.

Seeking to shake its reputation for counterfeit
goods, China has in recent years taken steps to
improve IP protections, including establishing spe-
cialised IP courts to handle matters including patent
disputes, copyright and trademark infringement. China
also launched a nationwide campaign to protect
foreign firms’ international property rights in 2017. 

Know-how transfer 
The United States and European nations have also

long accused China of forcing foreign firms to transfer
their know-how to local partners in order to do busi-
ness in the country.

Lighthizer’s report accused China of using foreign
ownership restrictions, administrative licensing and
approvals, as well as a “non-transparent and discre-
tionary” foreign investment approvals system to pres-
sure firms to transfer technology. Xi vowed on
Wednesday to boost protection of intellectual proper-
ty, but foreign firms in China complain that the prom-
ise is too routine and rings hollow.

China’s high-tech ambitions 
China is dependent on countries such as the US

and South Korea for high-end microchips, a weakness
in its bid to become a global tech leader. The trade
truce makes no mention of China’s “Made in China
2025” plan to develop high-tech prowess to a level
rivalling the United States. 

But Oxford Economics said in a note that it is “pos-
sible that China has hinted at a willingness to change
certain aspects of the ‘Made in China 2025’ plan”.

Aiming to reduce reliance on foreign technology,
the policy targets key sectors including robotics,
new energy vehicles, and telecommunications
equipment. The US has targeted Chinese tech com-
panies, citing national security concerns. In October
the US restricted sales of crucial technology to
state-owned chipmaker Fujian Jinhua, accusing it of
stealing trade secrets.

Telecoms equipment maker ZTE collapsed 40 per-
cent in June after Washington banned US companies
from selling crucial hardware and software compo-
nents to it for seven years, though the ban was lifted
after it agreed to pay a huge fine. According to the
White House, China is open to reconsidering
Qualcomm’s bid to buy Dutch chip rival NXP, which it
previously blocked.  —AFP

KUWAIT:  A new report from the global research and
consultancy firm Oxford Business Group (OBG) looks
in detail at Kuwait’s efforts to diversify its economy and
develop key sectors earmarked for growth, including
manufacturing and telecoms.

The Report: Kuwait 2018 tracks the drive under way
to boost the role played by the private sector in a raft
of infrastructure projects, which are needed to support
the country’s industrial development.

It features in-depth coverage of the myriad trans-
port initiatives in the pipeline, including roads, bridges,
ports and airport expansion plans, which will be pivotal
in helping Kuwait to address congestion and connectiv-
ity issues. OBG also shines a spotlight on the country’s
rail transit system, which, together with other transport
initiatives, is expected to be instrumental in helping the
country make the most of its strategic location and

carve a niche as a regional hub for international trade.
In addition, the report considers the rising demand

for homes that are needed to accommodate Kuwait’s
growing population and the positive impact this is hav-
ing on the country’s construction sector. 

With ICT development identified in Kuwait’s 2035
strategy as a sector ripe for investment, OBG’s report
examines the key developments that are expected to
support tech growth, such as the rollout of 5G, which
will pave the way for the launch of new network servic-
es and further innovation. The publication also high-
lights the opportunities that are continuing to emerge
across the energy sector, on the back of the govern-
ment’s ambitious production targets for oil, gas and
refining operations, and increased focus on the petro-
chemicals segment.

The Report: Kuwait 2018 contains a contribution

from His Highness the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmed Al-
Jaber Al-Sabah, together with a detailed sector-by-
sector guide for investors. 

It also features a wide range of contributions from
other high-profile personalities, including: Sheikh
Meshaal Jaber Al-Sabah, Director-General, Kuwait
Direct Investment Promotion Agency; Mohammad Y
Al-Hashel, Governor, Central Bank of Kuwait; and
Sheikh Yousef Al-Abdullah Al-Sabah Al-Nasser Al-
Sabah, Director-General, Kuwait Ports Authority.

Commenting ahead of the launch, OBG’s Editor in
Chief and Managing Editor for the Middle East, Oliver
Cornock, said that Kuwait’s longstanding practice of
using oil revenue to build a deep portfolio of global
investments had ensured it was in a strong position to
push forward with its diversification drive and attract
foreign investment for the country’s projects, even

when oil prices were falling.
“Having maintained its capital spending plans in

challenging times, Kuwait is now well placed to develop
the new industries identified in its 2035 strategy and
move towards greater global integration,” he said. “The
recovery in oil prices has also enabled the government
to return the current account balance to a surplus,
which bodes well for the next phase of the country’s
economic expansion.” The Report: Kuwait 2018 marks
the culmination of more than 12 months of field
research by a team of analysts from Oxford Business
Group. The publication assesses trends and develop-
ments across the country, including those in macroeco-
nomics, infrastructure, banking and others. 

The Report: Kuwait 2018 has been produced with
Kuwait Direct Investment Promotion Agency and Al-
Tamimi & Co. It is available online and in print.

OBG launches latest publication on country’s economy

Development of new industries 
explored in 2018 report on Kuwait

Macron to call on 
US funds to build 
French start-ups, 
not steal them
PARIS: French President Emmanuel Macron will
urge a visiting group of top Silicon Valley venture
capitalists this week to invest in the nation’s start-
ups while calling on them not to “steal” the best
creations, four sources told Reuters. The discreet
event, not mentioned in Macron’s official schedule,
comes at a tough time for the French leader after
rioters looted and ransacked boutiques and busi-
nesses in central Paris, chaotic images beamed
around the world.

Executives from some of the biggest names in US
tech funding, inc luding Andreessen Horowitz ,
Sequoia Capital and General Atlantic, are among the
40 expected in Paris tomorrow and Thursday for a
tour of the French startup scene. The two-day road-
show includes presentations from what sources
called tech ‘superstars’ already investing in France
as well as visits to hubs such as the Station F tech
incubator in eastern Paris.

But instead of simply urging them to invest in
France, Macron, who is  scheduled to host  the
investors at the Elysee palace on Thursday evening,
will also tell the US funds to help French businesses
to flourish rather than pushing the best French
entrepreneurs to move to the United States.

“Today, many French companies raise money in
the US, and the usual reflex of US venture capitalists
is to tell them: ‘come to the United States then’,” a
source at Macron’s office told Reuters. “We will tell
them: it’s an ecosystem, your best interest is to do
like in Britain and Israel: invest here and don’t move
everything (to the US),” the source said.

The event was scheduled before the nationwide
protests that turned the French capital into a battle
zone and the format of Macron’s appearance has yet
to be finalised, sources said.

With his authority challenged by the “yellow
vest” protesters, who sprawled anti-capitalist slo-
gans on banks and luxury boutiques on Saturday,

Macron has his work cut out to counter the damage
done to France’s image.

Brexit benefit 
The French tech scene has seen a boom in recent

years, helped by Macron’s efforts to turn France into a
“startup nation”, as a new generation of tech-savvy
entrepreneurs less interested in government careers tap
into the large pool of engineers that France’s top uni-
versities produce every year.

Macron aides say France’s tech sector is poised to
take advantage of Britain’s planned exit from the EU to
overtake its major European rival.

“We think the French ecosystem will outgrow the
one in England in the coming years,” is one of the mes-
sages the US investors will hear, the Elysee source said.
Goldman Sachs and private equity fund KKR are also
among the attendees.

But French companies say the most promising start-

ups need access to bigger funding rounds if they are to
stay. Investments are not large enough to create “uni-
corns” worth more than $1 billion. So far this year, only
two French firms have closed investment rounds of
more than 100 million euros.

Instead, successful French startups get snapped up
by US rivals, with social mapping firm Zenly’s acquisi-
tion by SnapChat last year particularly riling the French
tech scene. Investors on the two-day visit will tour
Station F, a startup campus funded by telecoms billion-
aire Xavier Niel. They will meet entrepreneurs such as
David Gurle, boss of US encrypted messaging service
Symphony, who moved its research centre to a technol-
ogy park in southeastern France.

Among other US tech figures who have chosen to
relocate to France and who will make pitches are Tony
Fadell, a developer of Apple’s iPhone, and Ian Rogers, a
former executive at its media player iTunes, now chief
digital officer of luxury group LVMH. —Reuters

PARIS: French President Emmanuel Macron speaks to participants at the Viva Tech start-up technology
summit in Paris. —Reuters

Unilever buys 
GSK Asian health 
drinks arm for 
$3.7 billion
THE HAGUE: Anglo-Dutch food giant Unilever said
yesterday it is buying GlaxoSmithKline’s health drinks
portfolio in Asia for a total of 3.3 billion euros ($3.7
billion), including iconic night-time hot drink Horlicks.

The deal includes GSK’s business in “India,
Bangladesh and 20 other predominantly Asian
markets.. . and is aligned with (our) strategy of
increasing presence in health food categories and
in high-growth emerging markets,” Unilever said in
a statement.

“GSK’s health drinks portfolio is the undisputed
leader... in India, with iconic brands such as Horlicks
and Boost and a product portfolio supported by
strong nutrit ional claims,” the London and
Rotterdam-based group added.

Horlicks has a long history in India-which accounts
for almost 90 percent of the GSK arm’s turnover in
Asia-having been introduced there in the 1930s.

“Horlicks products have been an everyday staple
in South Asian households across generations,”
Unilever said, adding GSK’s health drinks portfolio
has grown by double digits in the last 15 years.

“Despite this, the category still remains under-
penetrated in India,” it said.

“Unilever is well positioned to further develop the
market given its reach and capabilities,” it added.

Unilever, which employs some 169,000 people
around the world, owns more than 400 household
brands, including Knorr soups, Lipton, Magnum and

Marmite. Yesterday’s acquisition is the first since
Unilever chief Paul Polman announced his retirement
at the helm of the consumer products giant last week,
after a failed plan to move the firm’s headquarters
from London to the Netherlands. —AFP

The logo of food company Unilever at the headquarters in Rotterdam. —AFP

Turkey inflation 
drops from 
15-year high
ANKARA: Inflation in Turkey dropped for the
first time to nearly 22 percent last month after
surging to a 15-year high in October, official
statistics showed yesterday. 

The increase in consumer prices fell to

21.62 percent in November compared with the
same month last year, still very high in relative
terms but down from the 25.24 percent rate
recorded in October and the first drop since
March this year, according to the Turkish sta-
tistics office (TUIK). The figure was also lower
than the Bloomberg consensus forecast of 23
percent. The better figures reflect the likely
effects of an aggressive rate hike in September
when the central bank raised the one week
repo rate 625 basis points to 24 percent.
Compared with October, November consumer
prices fell 1.44 percent. The value of the

Turkish lira-which has been rallying against
the US dollar since an Ankara-Washington
spat ended last month-firmed after the
announcement. The currency was at 5.16
against the greenback after 0800 GMT, gain-
ing nearly one percent.

Earlier this year, the lira fell sharply amid
tensions between Turkey and NATO ally the
United States and worries over President
Recep Tayyip Erdogan’s economic policies.

But in the past few weeks following
improved relations with Washington and indi-
cations Ankara will follow economic orthodoxy,

the lira has firmed from below six against the
dollar.  At one point in August, the lira was trad-
ing at seven to the greenback. The Turkish gov-
ernment has promised to fight inflation with a
series of measures, including encouraging vol-
untary price cuts by businesses. Turkish
Finance Minister Berat Albayrak welcomed the
data in a series of tweets.

“This shows that the decline in inflation has
begun strongly and that the downward trend
will continue,” Albayrak said. He added that
Turkey would continue to support “strong”
monetary and financial policies.  —AFP


